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Expert system for Robotic Path Planning
Baidaa M. Madlol, Ahmad T. Abdulsadda, Ali A. Al Bakry

Abstract: Robotic planning to find the target our goal point/s is
most important subject with the minimum distance and the fastest
speed with obstacle avoidance expert system has been proposed. In
this paper we try to compare and consider different scenario by
taking two or more moving robot figure out the short path from
the initial and the final point automatically through the map of
many regular and irregular obstacles. Firstly, the adaptive fuzzy
expert system is present where the fuzzy rule has been adaptive
recursively through the robot moving, and then the potential field
algorithm has been compared with the adaptive fuzzy system, the
results demonstrated that the adaptive fuzzy is faster than the
potential field but the accuracy moving of the potential field
robotic path planning is much better. All the algorithms were
failed when two robots moving from two different initial points to
one final target point the why we have proposed particle swarm
optimization (PSO) algorithm to solve such problem.
Keywords : robot, path planning, optimization, fuzzy, PSO.

I. INTRODUCTION
At present portable robots have been effectively utilized in
different engineering of designing for example, aviation
examine, atomic research, generation designing and so forth.
The significant target in the flow automated research field is
to discover an impact freeway from a given beginning
situation to predefined goal point. When all is said in done
way arranging calculations are delegated neighborhood and
worldwide relying on the encompassing condition. In
worldwide way arranging the encompassing condition is
totally known to the portable robot so the way went by the
versatile robot is predefined, whereas in neighborhood way
arranging the earth is totally obscure or halfway known to the
versatile robot so different sensors are used to see the data
about the encompassing condition and plan the movement in
like manner. Numerous efforts have been paid in the past to
improve different robot route calculations.
In state of the art, there can be discovered a few scientists
have been tended to on numerous canny strategies for
portable robot route. Numerous creators have thought about a
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controller with complete data of the earth [1-2].Due to the
unpredictability and vulnerability of the way arranging issue,
old style way arranging strategies, for example, Visibility
Graph [3], Voronoi outlines [4], Matrices [5], Cell
disintegration [6], counterfeit potential field [7], Rule based
strategies [8], and Rules learning methods [9] are not fitting
for way arranging in powerful conditions. The utilization of
the above calculations for way finding for portable robot
requires additional time and the finding of this way won't
totally doable for constant development. There are numerous
fluffy rationale techniques utilizing different executions or in
blend with different systems [10-14]. In worldwide way
arranging issue the earth will be acquainted with the robot
while in nearby way arranging the robot is oblivious of the
encompassing. For taking care of the advancement issue a
socially roused famous meta-heuristic improvement
calculation is utilized; which is known as Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) method. PSO was motivated by the
social conduct of feathered creatures and fish. Molecule
Swarm Optimization (PSO) was created by Eberhart and
Kennedy [15-20], propelled by social conduct of winged
animal running or fish tutoring. Numerous past specialists
have been utilized this calculation to comprehend way
anticipating a portable robot. In [18, 21], creators have
thought about a lot of versatile robots as swarm and they
actualized the multi-robot-multi-target search with same
wellness work in the work space. This article manages age of
ideal impact free directions of different portable robots from
their beginning to goal position with both static and dynamic
obstructions. To achieve this ideal errand another wellness
work is proposed in this paper which considers parameters
like separation between obstruction – robot, robot-objective
and robot-robot. Reenactment results are given to check the
effectiveness of the created calculation. The rest of the paper
is organized as: section II presents a mathematical model for
the adaptive fuzzy, potential filed, and finally the adaptive
PSO algorithms, respectively. Section III presents the
simulation setup and the algorithms flowcharts. The
simulation rsults would be discussed in section IV, finally the
discussion and future works would be briefly discussed in
section V.
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
A. Adaptive fuzzy expert system
The perusers ought to please acquaint themselves with
Fuzzy Logic before perusing this instructional exercise.
Fluffy based route is a responsive arranging method, where
the quick position and good ways from impediments is
considered to figure the prompt move, absent really any
making a big deal about what's to
come.
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In such a way prompt activities lead to movement of the
robot, at last prompting the objective. So as to tackle the issue
utilizing fluffy rationale, we first need to choose a couple of
information sources which best speak to the circumstance
that the robot is right now put in. The choice of movement is
made simply based on these sources of info and not the
genuine situation. For this issue 6 data sources are chosen.
These are good ways from the snag in front, good ways from
the deterrent at the front left inclining, good ways from the
obstruction at the front right corner to corner, point between
the heading course of robot and the objective, separation of
the robot from the objective and favored turn. The various
information sources are condensed in Figure 1.

Fig.1: Adaptive fuzzy rules robotic path planning,
adaptive, [3].
The last info, favored turn demonstrates whether it is
helpful to turn clockwise or hostile to clockwise, all different
sources of info disregarded. A straightforward guideline is
utilized to set the parameter. In the event that the front
impediment is far away, turn is in order to more face the
objective. In the event that the front impediment is close and
another front hindrance is experienced, turn utilizing the side
of the objective is liked. On the off chance that the front
hindrance is close and a similar impediment as experienced in
the past advance is discovered, a similar turn as made
beforehand is rehashed.
The fluffy framework delivers a solitary yield, which is the
controlling to make or the quick precise speed. The fluffy
principles are composed to such an extent that the robot keeps
away from the impediments and adjusts itself towards the
objective. The fluffy framework is an aftereffect of a great
deal of manual tuning of the guidelines and participation
capacities, over a wide assortment of situations. Figure 2 is
shown the an example of the three fuzzy rule for the one front
obstacle map.

Fig. 2: Three fuzzy front obstacle.

impediments are considered to register the quick move,
absent really any fretting over what's to come. In such a way
quick activities lead to movement of the robot, at last
prompting the objective. All hindrances repulse the robot
with a greatness conversely relative to the separation. The
objective draws in the robot. The resultant potential,
representing the appealing and terrible segments is estimated
and used to move the robot. The potential field for an
example situation is appeared in Figure 2. Bearings
demonstrate the heading of the potential vector.
The separation of the obstructions at all edges from the
robot is estimated. In this instructional exercise just 5
separations at explicit points are estimated to figure the
horrendous potential. These are forward, left side, right side,
forward left slanting and forward right corner to corner. The
various data sources are outlined in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: Potential field path planning.
C. Adaptive particle swarm optimization expert
system
As referenced before, Particle Swarm Optimization
procedure is enlivened by the social conduct of feathered
creatures and fishes. On account of fledgling running, when
winged creatures move in bunch then each fowl in the herd is
having its own position and speed. This is only the individual
best situation of each winged creature. The best situation in
the herd is measured dependent on an information parameter
known as target capacity or wellness work. If there should
arise an occurrence of feathered creature running, the
wellness work parameter is scanning for nourishment in less
good ways from the haven of winged animals. So each
feathered creature is having some close to home best position
dependent on this wellness work. The situation of the winged
creature which has ideal wellness esteem is considered as the
worldwide best position. As the winged animals share data
among them, all fowls will in general move towards the
worldwide best position. As PSO is propelled by the social
idea of winged creature running, each fledgling can be
considered as one molecule.
So every molecule has its very own position and speed. The
situation of molecule which fulfill ideal wellness esteem
measure is picked as the worldwide best position. Figure.4
beneath shows the structure of PSO.

B. Potential field expert system
The reader ought to please acquaint themselves with
Artificial Potential Fields before perusing this instructional
exercise. Fake Potential Field based route is a responsive
arranging procedure, where the prompt good ways from
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wellness esteem criteria the worldwide best position is found.
5. The robot will move to these worldwide best situations
until it arrives at the goal. At the point when it will arrive at
the goal the emphasis stops.
Firstly we have to define the mapping for the robot, this
can be done by using the paint program to plot the obstacles
and read the map directly from the robot sensors, or it can be
generated by the matlab platform directly. Figure 6 is shown
one example for the path robotic planning generated by the
paint program.

Fig. 4: PSO path planning,[18].
Consider at first, the robot Ri is set in the area at ( xi curr
,yicurr ). We need to locate the following area of the robot (
xinext , yinext )by joining of the two focuses between {( xicurr ,
yicurr ),( xinext , yinext )} and{( xinext , yinext ); ( xigoal , yigoal )}
ought not contact the deterrent on the planet map, as spoke to
in Figure 5, and limits the all out way length from current
situation to an objective situation without contacting the
obstruction by framing limitation. At that point the target
work F1, which decides the direction way length for n,
number of robots, is

IV.
Fig. 6: path planning map generated by paint program.
(1)

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig.5: Schematic diagram for robotic path
planning,[12].
III. SIMULATION SETUP AND ALGORITHMS
The main steps for the all expert systems can be defined by
the following procedure :
1. Characterize robot and objective position. Characterize
greatest number of cycles.
2. Move the robot from its source to goal by augmenting
the estimation of level and vertical segment of the position
vector.
3. In the event that there is no hindrance the robot will
move to goal toward incline among source and goal since
slant is the most limited way between any two focuses.
4. On the off chance that the robot detects any obstruction
before it creates irregular particles and dependent on least
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A. Adaptive fuzzy path planning
So as to execute the code you have to execute the record
'fuzzy.m'. First make another bitmap record and draw any
guide on it, over which you have to execute the calculation.
Paint or some other straightforward drawing instrument can
be utilized. Ensure you spare the document as a BMP. Spot
the record in the undertaking envelope. You may want to
open any of the provided maps and re-draw them. Change the
name of the guide document in the code to call attention to
the guide that you made. Supply the source and the objective
positions and the underlying heading course (in radians). You
can utilize paint or some other drawing utility which shows
the pixel places of the focuses, to find the source and
objective on your drawn guide. Robot static and kinematic
parameters might be changed to suit the necessities. Anyway
this will change the perfect fluffy surmising framework.
Changes to the principles and the enrollment capacities can
be conveyed at the fluffy editorial manager.
Execute the calculation. You should take screen captures of
the presentation, the instrument doesn't do that for you. The
reenactment will stop when the robot arrives at its objective,
impacts or is compelled to stop according to the wellbeing
safeguards. The way length and execution time are given at
the support. Figure 7 shown the final path find for the
adaptive fuzzy expert system.
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Fig.8: Potential field doesn’t reach the goal point.

Fig. 7: robotic moving through the obstacles using
adaptive fuzzy expert system.
B. Potential field algorithm
So as to execute the code you have to execute the record
'potential.m'. First make another bitmap record and draw any
guide on it, over which you have to execute the calculation.
Paint or some other straightforward drawing instrument can
be utilized. Ensure you spare the document as a BMP. Spot
the record in the undertaking envelope. You may want to
open any of the provided maps and re-draw them. Change the
name of the guide document in the code to call attention to
the guide that you made. Supply the source and the objective
positions and the underlying heading course (in radians). You
can utilize paint or some other drawing utility which shows
the pixel places of the focuses, to find the source and
objective on your drawn guide. Robot static and kinematic
parameters might be changed to suit the necessities. Anyway
this will change the perfect fluffy surmising framework.
Changes to the principles and the enrollment capacities can
be conveyed at the fluffy editorial manager. Execute the
calculation. You should take screen captures of the
presentation, the instrument doesn't do that for you. The
reenactment will stop when the robot arrives at its objective,
impacts or is compelled to stop according to the wellbeing
safeguards. Figure 8 shown the fail reach robotic moving
using the potential field algorithm.

C. PSO algorithm
The recreation of robot way direction is plotted utilizing
MATLAB 2013b. For producing diverse impact free
directions the tuning parameter ȥ is tuned appropriately. The
recreation is performed by picking c 1=1 and c2=1.However
various qualities for c1 and c2 can be picked. The estimation
of r1 and r2 are picked as one for effortlessness. In the wake
of tuning the parameter, it is discovered that the parameter at
ȥ =0.36 gives better outcomes. The reproduction result
approving the above articulations demonstrated as follows as
shown in figure 9:

Fig. 10: Robotic path planning using PSO.
Generally, from the above results the adaptive fuzzy and the
PSO is reach the target point through the obstacles, while the
potential algorithms hit the obstacle and stop the program.
Table I listed the numerical results of the three schemes.
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Table- I: Performance time and accuracy.
Table Column Head

No.

Adaptive fuzzy

Potential

PSO

904

300

904

1.08

2

1.16

Path length
Execution
Time (sec.)

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper way arranging of portable robots have been
tended to. The created movement organizer works for the
automated condition with static and moving deterrents. So as
to maintain a strategic distance from the detected
obstructions (static and dynamic) and create briefest way,
another wellness work has been presented. To approve the
effectiveness of the proposed approach, reenactment results
have been displayed in the different automated conditions.
The adaptive fuzzy and the adaptive PSO can be detected and
avoid the hard obstacles while the potential failed when the
map has difficult irregular obstacles.
In future the created calculation is to be executed in
automated stage. Build a hard ware to demonstrate the
simulation results, taken two moving synchronize robots.
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